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Recommended Teaching Time: 12.5 hours
This Lesson Plan (LP) is divided into sections that correspond to the sections in the Trainee Guide module. As you 
plan your class times, review the objectives, content, and lesson plan outline for the section you plan to teach. 
Allow sufficient class time for demonstrations, laboratories, field trips, and testing. Each class period should also 
include time for administrative tasks and periodic breaks.

Be sure to gather the required equipment, materials, visual aids, and answer keys. Using your access code, 
download the PowerPoint® presentations and Performance Sheets for this module from NCCER’s Instructor Re-
source Center at www.nccerirc.com. 

It is advisable to assign the reading of a module section prior to the classroom instruction. The Section Review 
and Module Review questions may be assigned as homework. At their discretion, instructors may assign addi-
tional homework to meet the teaching objectives.

Performance Testing may be administered at any suitable time in the course of the module training. Tasks are 
graded pass/fail. Trainee performance and proficiency during practice sessions that meets or exceeds the stan-
dards for a task can be accepted as Performance Task completion. Complete the Performance Profile Sheet for 
each trainee.

For information and updates about accessing the Module Examinations, visit www.nccer.org/testing. The pass-
ing score for submission into NCCER’s Registry is 70% or above for the Module Exam. Record the testing results 
for each trainee on the Registration of Training Modules form and submit the form to the Training Program Spon-
sor.

Performance Tasks

Performance Task 1 (Learning Objective 1)
• Apply V-groove pipe insulation to piping.

Performance Task 2 (Learning Objective 1)
• Apply metal-mesh blankets to equipment.

Performance Task 3 (Learning Objective 2)
• Set up a pin welder and gun and install a 

grouping of weld pins properly spaced.

Objectives

Learning Objective 1
• Identify and describe various mineral wool 

insulation products.
 a.  Describe basic mineral wool characteristics.
 b.  Identify common mineral wool insulation 

types and describe their installation.
 c.  Identify specialized mineral wool insulation 

types and describe their installation.

Learning Objective 2
• Identify and describe various insulation pin-

style fasteners and their installation.
 a.  Identify stick pins and describe their 

installation.
 b  Identify weld pins and describe their 

installation.
 c.  Identify and describe other types of pins and 

studs.

Module 19205 introduces the properties of and installation methods for mineral wool insulation. This module 
also provides detailed instructions for the installation of board-type insulation using various types of insulation 
pins and studs.
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Appropriate PPE as designated 
by the instructor or training 
facility provider, including the 
following:

Safety glasses
Work gloves
Breathing protection
Proper footwear
Hearing protection
Hard hat

Weld pin gun, controller, and 
connecting cables
Weld pins and associated collets
Heavy-gauge sheet metal for 
demonstrations
Access to equipment with flat 
surfaces or a mockup

Access to piping systems or a 
piping system mockup
Corrosion-proof wire
Hand tools required for the 
layout, cutting, and installation 
of mineral wool insulation
Insulation stud pin-welding 
equipment and pins sized to the 
insulation to be installed
Metal-mesh mineral wool 
blanket insulation
Mineral wool V-groove pipe 
insulation
Stainless steel or aluminum 
bands and banding tools, or 
fiber tape
Performance Profile Sheets

Equipment and Materials for Laboratories and 
Performance Testing

Classroom Equipment and 
Materials

Whiteboard
Markers
Pencils and paper
PowerPoint® Presentations for Module 
19205
DVD player or a computer with a DVD 
drive
LCD projector and screen
Computer with Internet access
Module Review answer key 
Module Examinations

Additional Resources
This module presents thorough resources for task training. The following reference material is recommended 
for further study.

Mineral Wool: Production and Properties, B. Sirok, B. Blagojevic and P. Bullen. 2008. Sawston, Cambridge, 
UK: Woodhead Publishing

National Industrial and Commercial Insulation Standards Manual, Midwest Insulation Contractors Associa-
tion (MICA).

National Insulation Association (NIA) website offers resources for products and training.
www.insulation.org

Mechanical Insulation Design Guide (MIDG), National Mechanical Insulation Committee (NMIC).
www.wbdg.org

Midwest Fasteners, Inc. “How to Install Weld Pins and Weld Studs.” YouTube video, 4:26. July 11, 2014.
www.youtube.com.

Midwest Fasteners, Inc. “How to Install Cuphead Weld Pins.” YouTube video, 5:21. July 9, 2014.
www.youtube.com

SureShot II CD Stud Welding System Owner’s Manual, Midwest Fasteners, Inc.
www.midwestfasteners.com

There are a number of online resources available for trainees who would like more information on mineral wool 
insulation. A search for additional information may be assigned as homework to interested trainees.

Instructors should view any videos that may be identified in the lesson plan before using them to ensure their 
suitability. The videos can provide examples of both proper and improper work processes and behaviors. Be 
prepared to stop the videos at appropriate times to point out and discuss both proper and improper conduct and 
techniques.

Instructors are also encouraged to locate additional audiovisual aids available on the Internet, make personal vid-
eos, and take still pictures related to the subject matter and add them to the PowerPoint® presentations through-
out the program.
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Safety Considerations
The following safety considerations should be emphasized:

• Remind trainees that they must have the required PPE any time they are in the shop or job site 
environment.

Objective
When trainees have completed this section, they should be able to do the following:

 1. Identify and describe various mineral wool insulation products.
a. Describe basic mineral wool characteristics.
b. Identify common mineral wool insulation types and describe their installation.
c. Identify specialized mineral wool insulation types and describe their installation.

Instructional Methods
Research has shown that varying instructional methods periodically throughout class sessions helps to 
engage and hold trainees’ attention. The PowerPoint® presentation that you received with this lesson 
plan is keyed to the sections of the Trainee Guide indicated below and has been designed for use with 
this lesson plan.

Sections 1.0.0–1.1.1
Discuss the origin of mineral wool as an insulating material and how it should be called.

Describe the physical properties of mineral wool and how it is made. Note that mineral wool in various 
forms can be used as a fire retardant in building structures.

Explain the similarity of mineral wool to fiberglass and other fibrous insulating materials in function 
and installation.

Alert trainees to the potential for skin irritation when working with mineral wool and the precautions 
to take.

Sections 1.2.0–1.2.1
Introduce the most common forms of mineral wool used for mechanical insulation.

Describe the characteristics of preformed pipe insulation products.

Review the methods for installing mineral wool in hot- and cold-service pipes and the need for jacket 
when required.

Section 1.2.2
Describe V-grooved mineral wool board insulation for pipes and the typical dimensions it is supplied 
in. Discuss the general methods for handling and installing V-groove board insulation. Note that for 
pipe installations involving two or more pieces per section, joints should be staggered as usual.

Mineral Wool Products

Section One
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Mineral Wool Products

Section One

Section 1.2.3
Describe the shape and dimensions of mineral wool board insulation provided by manufacturers. 
Mention that special board products that are also available. Note the jacketing and finishes available for 
some products. Review the securement methods for board insulation on flat and curved surfaces.

Section 1.2.4
Introduce the applications for mineral wool pipe and tank insulation. Describe mineral wool pipe and 
tank insulation and how it is supplied. Review the methods and precautions for installing mineral wool 
pipe and tank insulation.

Sections 1.3.0–1.3.1
Introduce two specialized forms of mineral wool insulation.

Describe the structure of metal-mesh blanket insulation and the types of metal mesh materials that are 
typically included.

Discuss the methods for cutting metal-mesh board insulation and common finishing methods for these 
materials.

Section 1.3.2
Describe the structure of mineral wool pipe and tank wrap, product dimensions, and finish options.

Wrap Up Activities
Have the trainees answer the 1.0.0 Section Review questions and review the correct answers with them. 
Ask trainees if they have any questions about the material covered.
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Safety Considerations
The following safety considerations should be emphasized:

• Remind trainees that they must have the required PPE any time they are in the shop or job site 
environment.

Objective
When trainees have completed this section, they should be able to do the following:

2. Identify and describe various insulation pin-style fasteners and their installation.
a. Identify stick pins and describe their installation.
b. Identify weld pins and describe their installation.
c. Identify and describe other types of pins and studs.

Instructional Methods
Research has shown that varying instructional methods periodically throughout class sessions helps to 
engage and hold trainees’ attention. The PowerPoint® presentation that you received with this lesson 
plan is keyed to the sections of the Trainee Guide indicated below and has been designed for use with 
this lesson plan.

Section 2.0.0–2.1.0
Introduce the topic of insulation anchor pins and list the types of pins and studs that may be used.

Discuss the general methods and spacing for using anchor pins to attach insulation.

Describe the two types of stick (adhesive) pins.

Discuss the advantages and limitations of stick pins for insulation work.

Briefly describe the types of adhesives to use with stick pins depending on their material (e.g., metal 
versus nylon).

Present the general steps for attaching stick pins and installing insulation on them.

Describe self-adhesive stick pins and the general method for using them to install insulation.

Section 2.2.0
Introduce the use of weld pins and the methods for welding them. Describe insulation weld pins and 
the materials they are made from.

Describe and demonstrate the components of a CD weld-pin welding set-up.

Pin Fasteners

Section Two
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Pin Fasteners

Section Two

Teaching Tip
Caution trainees of the potential for strong magnetic fields generated by the welding equipment to 
affect electronic medical appliances such as pacemakers or insulin pumps. Trainees who have such 
devices should receive clearance from their doctors before using or working in the vicinity of welding 
equipment.

Present the general steps for setting up a pin-welder applicable to the equipment available.

When the weld-pin equipment is ready to use, demonstrate the proper method for attaching weld pins.

Review the list of precautions to observe when using weld-pin equipment. Additional precautions are 
required for workers with electronic medical devices (see the Midwest Fasteners, Inc. manual in the list 
of Additional Resources).

Section 2.2.1
Discuss the need for conducting test welds to ensure proper welder performance.

Alert trainees to the need for ensuring a good electrical connection.

Describe the visual symptoms for improper pin welds and the bending test to validate a good weld.

Remind trainees that weld pins are normally bent flat in accessible areas for personnel safety if 
insulation will not immediately be installed.

Discuss the effect that improper heat or pressure can have on pin weld quality. Explain how to control 
these variables.

Section 2.3.0
Describe the following four types of welded attachments and how they are used:

• Cup-head weld pins
• J hooks
• Lagging weld studs
• Special weld studs

Note that weld studs normally require larger control boxes or power supplies due to the larger currents 
involved in their welding.

Wrap Up Activities
Have the trainees answer the 2.0.0 Section Review questions and review the correct answers with them. 
Ask trainees if they have any questions about the material covered.
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Safety Considerations
The following safety considerations should be emphasized:

• Remind trainees that they must have the required PPE any time they are in the shop or job site 
environment.

• Consistently remind trainees of the hazards associated with using tools and equipment while 
performing work with insulation. Emphasize the safe operation of tools, equipment, and the need to 
maintain an awareness of electrically energized equipment.

Safety Equipment
Appropriate PPE to include the following:

Safety glasses
Work gloves
Breathing protection as designated by the instructor or training facility provider
Proper footwear as designated by the instructor or training facility provider
Hearing protection as designated by the instructor or training facility provider
Hard hat as designated by the instructor or training facility provider

Lab Equipment

Corrosion-proof wire
Hand tools required for the layout, cutting, and installation of mineral wool insulation
Insulation stud pin-welding equipment and pins sized to the insulation to be installed
Metal-mesh mineral wool blanket insulation
Mineral wool V-groove pipe insulation
Stainless steel or aluminum bands and banding tools, or fiber tape
Performance Profile Sheets

Resources

Access to equipment with flat surfaces or a mockup
Access to piping systems or a piping system mockup

Objectives
These laboratory sessions are intended to support Learning Objectives 1 and 2.

laboratories and PerForMance testing
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Performance Requirements
By the end of these lessons, trainees should be able to complete Performance Tasks 1 through 3:

1. Apply V-groove pipe insulation to piping.
2. Apply metal-mesh blankets to equipment.
3. Set up a pin welder and gun and install a grouping of weld pins properly spaced.

Instructors are reminded that trainee performance during practice and laboratory sessions can be used 
for verification of Performance Task completion.

Instructional Methods
These sessions are devoted to practice, laboratories, and/or the Performance Tasks required for this 
module. As a result, no PowerPoint® slides have been developed for these sessions. Throughout these 
activities, ensure that trainees wear the proper PPE and exhibit safe working habits.

Demonstration
Ensure that all trainees are wearing the appropriate PPE.

Demonstrate the measuring and cutting of V-groove pipe insulation and its installation. Be sure to 
demonstrate the application of kerf adhesive if provided by the manufacturer. Demonstrate the various 
securement methods available for this kind of insulation.

Laboratory/Performance Tasks
Under your direct supervision, have the trainees apply V-groove pipe insulation to piping. Observe 
trainees at all times to make sure that they are using the tools safely and correctly. When they have 
completed a task, check their work for accuracy and quality; request rework if necessary. Have the 
trainees properly prepare the tools for storage. This laboratory corresponds to Performance Task 1.

Demonstration
Ensure that all trainees are wearing the appropriate PPE.
Demonstrate the measuring, cutting, and installation of metal-mesh blanket insulation on a flat surface 
using insulation pins for securement.

Laboratory/Performance Tasks
Under your direct supervision, have the trainees apply metal-mesh blankets to equipment. Observe 
trainees at all times to make sure that they are working safely and correctly. When they have completed 
a task, check their work for accuracy and quality; request rework if necessary. This laboratory 
corresponds to Performance Task 2.

laboratories and PerForMance testing
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Demonstration
Ensure that all trainees are wearing the appropriate PPE.

Demonstrate setting up a pin welder, making all the electrical connections, inserting the proper pin 
collet and adjusting the leg and foot assembly as applicable for the equipment used. Demonstrate 
laying out the pattern of weld pins appropriate for the insulation to be installed. Also demonstrate how 
to perform test welds, including the visual and physical tests of the welds.

Laboratory/Performance Tasks
Under your direct supervision, have the trainees set up a pin welder and gun and install a grouping of 
weld pins properly spaced. Observe trainees at all times to make sure that they are using the equipment 
properly and safely. When they have completed a task, check their work for accuracy and quality; 
request rework if necessary. Have the trainees properly prepare the tools for storage. This laboratory 
corresponds to Performance Task 3.

Wrap Up Activities

1.  Ensure that tools and equipment are properly cleaned, properly shut down, disconnected, and 
returned to their proper storage locations. Pick up and dispose of trash and waste.

2.  Gather the trainees together. Ask them if they discovered anything during the lab sessions that 
was new or different from what they have learned previously. Ask them if they now feel confident 
in using the tools covered in this session. Stress the importance of following the required safety 
precautions when working with the tools.

laboratories and PerForMance testing
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Module Review
Ask the trainees if they wish to review any particular information from the module. Have the trainees 
complete the Module Review at the end of the module. Alternatively, if the Module Review was 
assigned as homework, have them retrieve their answers.

Review the answers to the Module Review prior to administering the module exam. Ask again if the 
trainees need clarification on any particular knowledge areas.

Examination 
Administer the module exam. As they begin, remind trainees that they must answer at least 70 percent 
of the questions correctly to pass the module exam.

Wrap Up Activities
Ask the trainees if there were any problem areas on the exam that they wish to discuss, and ask them 
to identify a favorite and least favorite part of this module. As an alternate or if time allows, briefly 
introduce the next topic in your planned teaching sequence.

Instructor
Record the testing results as required. The results for exams administered through online testing 
systems are recorded automatically in the Registry System.

Module revieW and exaMination
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Module 19205

Answer Keys

1.0.0 SECTION REVIEW

 Answer Section Reference Objective
 1. a  1.1.0 1a
 2. d  1.2.2 1b
 3. b  1.3.1 1c

2.0.0 SECTION REVIEW

 Answer Section Reference Objective
 1. a  2.1.0 2a
 2. c  2.2.0 2b
 3. d  2.3.0 2c
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Module 19205

Answer Keys

REVIEW QUESTIONS

 Answer Section Reference
 1. d  1.1.0
 2. a  1.1.0
 3. b  1.1.1
 4. d  1.2.2
 5. b  1.2.3
 6. d  1.2.3
 7. a  1.3.1
 8. c  2.0.0
 9. c  2.1.0
 10. b  2.1.0
 11. d  2.1.0
 12. c  2.2.0
 13. a  2.2.0
 14. d  2.2.1
 15. a  2.3.0





NCCER makes every effort to keep its textbooks up-to-date and free of technical errors. We 
ap pre ci ate your help in this process. If you find an error, a typographical mistake, or an in-
ac cu racy in NCCER’s curricula, please fill out this form (or a photocopy), or complete the on-
line form at www.nccer.org/olf. Be sure to include the exact module ID number, page num-
ber, a detailed description, and your recommended cor rec tion. Your input will be brought 
to the attention of the Authoring Team. Thank you for your assistance.

Instructors – If you have an idea for improving this textbook, or have found that additional 
materials were necessary to teach this module effectively, please let us know so that we may 
present your suggestions to the Authoring Team.
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